Abstract. Segmentation of three-dimensional (3D) complicated structures is of great importance for many real applications. In this work we combine graph cut minimization method with a variant of the level set idea for 3D segmentation based on the MumfordShah model. Compared with the traditional approach for solving the Euler-Lagrange equation we do not need to solve any partial differential equations. Instead, the minimum cut on a special designed graph need to be computed. The method is tested on data with complicated structures. It is rather stable with respect to initial value and the algorithm is nearly parameter free. Experiments show that it can solve large problems much faster than traditional approaches.
Introduction
The object of this paper is to extend and test the two-dimensional (2D) graph cut algorithm proposed in [2] for 3D image segmentation. The algorithm is used for minimizing the piecewise constant level set method (PCLSM) [16] , which is a region based segmentation approach in which object boundaries are detected both with and without gradient information. The PCLSM is minimized by finding the minimum cut on a special graph, thus we need not solve any partial differential equations. This yields an accurate solver, which detects complicated structures. The approach is fast, not very sensitive with respect to initial value and is almost parameter free.
The level set method [18] represents evolving interfaces by embedding them in a higher dimensional function φ, referred to as the level set function. Traditionally the evolving interfaces are represented by the zero level set of φ, which is usually given as a signed distance function, and evolves under the influence of forces in the normal direction of φ itself. This allows for representing complicated structures which do not depend on the discretization and automatic handling of topological changes in the evolving front, such as merging and splitting, naturally. The level set method is traditionally solved by first deriving an Euler-Lagrange equation and then solving the problem using standard numerical schemes. Since its introduction, the method has been widely studied within different fields. It has been applied for image processing problems such as noise removal and segmentation [6, 7, 16, 19, 24] .
For region based image segmentation, the Chan-Vese model [7] used the level set framework to solve the Mumford-Shah model [17] for two-phase problems. It was later extended for segmenting multiphase problems [27] by representing the evolving fronts using several φ's. The PCLSM [16] was later introduced as an alternative region based image segmentation approach for multiphase problems. It segments images using a single piecewise constant level set function (PCLSF) φ. The method has previously been used for image segmentation by among others [8, 15, 16, 21, 23, 25, 26] . Traditionally the PCLSM is solved in a similar fashion as standard level set approaches, by deriving and solving an EulerLagrange equation. This is a time consuming procedure, in particular for larger data-sets. Recently a new method for solving the PCLSM was introduced in [2] for 2D segmentation problems. They employ graph cut for solving the problem, which is a graph based approach for fast and accurate minimizations of energy functions. Graph cut problems are solved by finding the minimum cut on a graph G, which is equivalent to finding the maximum flow on G due to the duality theorem of [11] . It was shown in [13] that the minimum cut/maximum flow algorithms can be used for minimizing certain energy functions in computer vision. Graph cut has previously been used for solving variational problems by among others [3, 5, 9, 10, 12] . In this article we extend the 2D approach of [2] for solving 3D multiphase problems, and demonstrate it for segmentation of real computed tomography (CT) data and on synthetic magnetic resonance (MR) images of the human brain.
An advantage using the level set method is that the evolving interface is implicitly represented by a higher dimensional function φ. Complicated structures are therefore naturally handled, as well as topological changes such as merging and breaking. The level set function φ is often a signed distance function, which has to be reinitialized to ensure a well-posed problem. Using the PCLSM no reinitialization is required, since φ is represented by a piecewise constant function [16] . Furthermore, multiphase problems are solved using a single φ as opposed to the approach of [27] which use several φ's. When the PCLSM is minimized by graph cut, the computation time is reduced significantly compared to the original formulation, which is shown in [2] . The minimization algorithm is robust and nearly parameter free. It remains stable for all test problems. The only user input required is an initial guess of the mean phase values c. No initialization of φ is required. Numerical tests have shown that it is sufficient to provide a naive initial guess of c, with distinct values that need not be in the vicinity of the true mean phase values. The original PCLSM formulation is sensitive to perturbations and ill-posed problems could be encountered, and there are several parameters that needs to be chosen properly. It requires a relatively good initial guess of c [16] . As in the original formulation the number of phases can be overdetermined and some resulting phases can be empty. A disadvantage of the presented method is that the computation time increase significantly with the size of the data-set. More effort is therefore required to develop an even faster solver for very large data-sets. A second disadvantage of the method is that it requires more memory than the original PCLSM formulation. For large data-sets, and/or for problems including a large number of phases, memory problems might be encountered. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief review of related theoretical background is given, covering the Mumford-Shah model, the Chan-Vese model and the PCLSM. In Section 3 graph based minimization of the PCLSM for 3D multiphase problems is examined. In Section 4 we present results of the method used for solving two-and four-phase segmentation problems, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Theoretical background

The Mumford-Shah model
The Mumford-Shah model [17] is an image segmentation model where image boundaries are detected based on regional information in the image. This enables the model to detect image boundaries both with and without gradient information. It seeks to approximate an image u 0 defined over domain Ω by a multiphase functionũ, which is either piecewise smooth or piecewise constant. Given n phases, there are n interfaces Γ i separating the different phases. The energy functional minimized to findũ and Γ i is given by
For many applications, it is sufficient to consider approximation by piecewise constant functionũ. For such minimization problems the second term disappears. In the following only approximation by piecewise constant functions are considered.
The Chan-Vese model
The Chan-Vese model [18] , also called active contour without edges, represents the Mumford-Shah energy functional (2.1) in the level set framework. It is a two-phase segmentation approach that minimize an energy functional using the level set framework, where an image u 0 ∈ Ω is approximated by a piecewise constant functionũ. The discontinuities ofũ represent image boundaries, modeled by the zero level set of φ. The level set function φ is usually given as a signed distance function. The energy functional minimized
The two first terms are minimized when the discontinuities ofũ lies on the object boundary, which is whenũ is given bỹ
3)
The last two terms impose regularization on the evolving interface. The parameters
The constants c 1 and c 2 are iteratively updated at each time-step. A multiphase extension of the Chan-Vese model was presented in [27] . It approximates an image u 0 by a piecewise constant functionũ using several level set functions φ. The zero level set of the various φ's represents the discontinuities ofũ.
The piecewise constant level set method
In [16] the PCLSM was presented as a new method for solving multiphase segmentation problems. It approximates an image u 0 by a piecewise constant functionũ using a single level set function φ. The function φ is now given as a step function, referred to as the PCLSF, defined over domain Ω which has the same dimensionality as image u 0 . For a n-phase segmentation, Ω is partitioned into n subdomains
and φ is defined by
The discontinuities of φ now represent the interfaces instead of the frequently used zero level set of φ. For each subdomain Ω i , a characteristic function ψ i can be defined as
Thus ψ i is equal to 1 in domain Ω i and otherwise 0. The boundary length of Ω i can be found by computing the total variation of ψ i , and the piecewise constant image functionũ can be expressed in terms of the characteristic functions,
The Mumford-Shah energy functional (2.1) can now be rewritten as the PCLSM energy functional
Division by 2 of the regularization term corrects for counting each interface twice. An expression for the constants c 1 , · · · , c n in (2.6) is obtained by minimizing the energy functional for fixed φ, which yields
Thus, c i is the mean phase value of u 0 for subdomain Ω i and c = {c 1 , · · · , c n }. Similarly, φ is minimized for fixed c.
Minimizing the regularization term for each ψ i in (2.7) is a time consuming procedure that can significantly slow down the convergence rate of the numerical scheme. It is natural to explore the possibility of regularizing φ itself, as it can be expressed in terms of its characteristic functions as
The derivative of φ and ψ i (φ) are respectively
and resultingly we have
Therefore, the following relation exists
where β 1 (n) and β 2 (n) are positive functions depending on n, as previously mentioned in [8] . Thus the level set function φ can be regularized directly to obtain a faster solver, and the simplified energy functional then becomes
We solve the energy functional by 14) to segment u 0 into piecewise constant regions.
PCLSM using graph cut
Solving the Euler-Lagrange equation derived for the PCLSM is a quite time consuming operation [2, 25, 26] . This is a major limitation of the method. In [2] a novel graph based approach for fast solving of 2D multiphase segmentation problems using the PCLSM was presented. Here we extend their approach for handling of 3D problems and test the efficiency of the approach for solving such problems. The method is tested on both synthetic and real data.
The idea of [2] is to discretize the PCLSM energy functional (2.13) directly to obtain a minimization problem that is graph representable. The discretization yields
where p = (i, j, k) corresponds to voxels in input image u 0 and the approximated image function isũ p =ũ(φ(p)). D is the discrete domain with the same dimensionality as u 0 . Thus, if the number of voxels in
The grid spacing is given by ∆ i for direction i and ∆ = 3 i=1 ∆ i . The constant ν controls the influence of the regularization term T V d (φ), which is the discrete total variation of φ. For different neighborhood systems, the value of ν should vary to obtain the same amount of smoothing. Following the ideas of [5, 20] the authors chose to approximate T V d using a modified L 1 -norm for an 8-neighborhood system. For 3D problems we apply either a 6-or 26-neighborhood system about a voxel p, defined as
The regularization term can then be represented on discrete form as
ω pq is the edge weight between voxel p and q, divided by 2 since ω pq = ω qp . Interestingly, the derived weight ω pq is similar to that of the discrete Cauchy-Crofton formula derived in [3] , which does not depend on level set. For solving this problem it is necessary to create a special graph, outlined in Section 3.1. The graph based minimization problem is further described in Section 3.2 and in Section 3.3 the numerical details are given.
Graph representation
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of directed edges E that connect the vertices. To represent the discrete PCLSM (3.1) on graph G, a special graph structure need to be constructed. The idea of [2] is to generate a graph with an extra dimension when compared to the input image u 0 . Such a graph structure enables us to represent multiphase segmentation problems, and allows us to differentiate between the different phases. In 3D, their approach corresponds to creating a multi-volume graph. Similar graph structures have also been considered in [10, 14] .
The set of vertices V in the multi-volume graph G can be defined as
for a n-phase problem. Index l specifies which volume vertex v p,l belongs to, and each vertex v p,l corresponds to a voxel p = (i, j, k). The dimensionality of each volume should correspond to the dimensionality D of the input image u 0 , as is defined in (3.2). Notice that the set V also contains two special vertices, the source v s and the sink v t . They are referred to as terminal nodes and are used for partitioning V into two disjoint sets. For two-phase segmentation problems it is sufficient to construct a single volume graph.
The set of edges E in graph G can be divided into two groups. The first group is the between volume edge set E D , connecting adjacent volumes as well as the first and last volume to the terminal nodes. The data term edges can then be defined as
For each vertex p ∈ D, for all volumes, the vertex edge set E p can be defined as
The between volume edges are denoted by (v p,l , v p,l+1 ) and the edges connected to terminal nodes are denoted by (v s , v p,1 ) and (v p,n−1 , v t ). Note that not all vertices in V are connected by an edge e to the terminal nodes. The second group of edges are the within volume directional edges E R . These are the regularization edges, defined by
is the neighborhood system about vertex v p,l , usually defined as in (3.3) for 3D systems. Thus there are directed edges from v p,l to v q,l and from v q,l to v p,l . The total set of edges E in graph G is now given by
For a more detailed description of the graph construction, we refer to [2] .
Each edge e in edge set E (3.9) is assigned an edge weight ω e derived from the discrete PCLSM energy function (3.1). From the data term the edge weights of E D (3.6) are derived and given by
For two-phase problems the expression for the edge weighs is reduced to
The edge weights of E R in (3.8) are derived from the regularization term and given by
where ω pq is as defined in (3.4). The weights in E R do not depend on the level in graph G. A cut C on graph G is a set of edges C ⊂ E which separates the vertices into two disjoint sets V s and V t , by separating the terminal nodes so that v s ∈ V s and v t ∈ V t . The cost of this cut C is the sum over all edges in C, given by
(3.13)
The minimum cut is the cut with the smallest total cost. It is the cut which also minimize the energy function [4] . Therefore, to minimize the discrete PCLSM (3.1) the minimum cut need to be computed. For a cut to be an admissible cut, it should sever at least one, and not more than one, edge in the data term edge set E D for each vertex p ∈ D. That is, for each vertex edge set E p the cut should sever exactly one edge. If for a given p ∈ D, the cut does not sever an edge in E p , it is not a valid cut since it does not separate the terminal nodes v s and v t . If it severs more than one edge in E p , then the cut cannot be a minimum cut since severing a single edge will always lead to a smaller total cost [2] . Fig. 1 illustrates how a graph G is constructed for 2D segmentation problems. In (a) the ordinary graph used for two-phase problems is displayed and in (b) the extended graph used in the case of three-phase problems. The cut C partitions the vertices into two sets so that v s ∈ V s and v t ∈ V t . The planar edges corresponds to E R and the vertical edges to E D . For illustration purposes only edges in the cut C are shown for E D . For the extended graph G in (b) the vertical edges between the planes are used to further differentiate between phases. In both (a) and (b) the corresponding segmentation of the cut C is displayed below the graph.
Graph based minimization
For an admissible cut C on a graph G, as defined in the previous section for multiphase problems, the PCLSF φ can be constructed by taking into account the edges in the cut, E ⊂ C, and their level in graph G, as is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . Thus, for n-phase problems φ can be defined as 
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The discontinuities of φ corresponds to the current segmentation of the given problem. For two-phase segmentation problems where graph G only include a single volume, the definition of φ is reduced to
If the cut C is admissible, then φ is a single value function. For a given φ which fulfills (3.14), corresponding discrete characteristic functions ψ i can be calculated. These are defined as 16) which is a discrete version of (2.5). The approximate image functionũ(φ) can then, for a fixed φ, be specified as 17) which is the discrete version of (2.6) and (2.8).
To link the discrete PCLSM energy function E d (c, φ) in (3.1) to the graph G, edge weights are assigned to all edges E in G from E d (c, φ), as done for the data term edge weights ω e (·) in (3.10) and regularization term edge weights ω e (v p,l , v q,l ) in (3.12). The cost of an arbitrary cut C on graph G is then equal to |C| = E d (c, φ). The energy function E d (c, φ) can therefore be minimized by solving the minimum cut problem,
This is the cut which also minimize the continuous energy functional (2.14). For a more detailed exposition of the minimization approach in 2D, we refer to [2] .
Numerical details
Numerically, the minimum cut problem in (3.18) is solved by iteratively minimizing
For each time step t the minimum cut is found which depend on the time dependent value ofũ t in the data term, which again depend on the mean phase values c t = (c
. After a single iteration, the minimum cut does not necessarily minimize functional (2.14). The optimal solution is first found when the mean phase values c = (c 1 , · · · , c n ) do not change significantly from one iteration to the next.
For each iteration, the edge weights ω e (·) of the data term are updated for the time dependent phase values c t , 
Results
For relatively large data-sets, it is nearly impossible to use the original PCLSM due to the expense of computation. Minimizing the PCLSM energy functional by graph cut, a very fast solver for relatively large data-set is obtained. Steady-state solution is now found in a matter of minutes using very few iterations, as shown in Table 1 for volumes of different sizes. This is in particular true for N 6 neighborhood systems, for N 26 system the method is still a bit time consuming especially for larger data-set. Also for N 6 systems the computation time increase rapidly the larger the data-set is, but on an entirely different time scale. Thus, future effort is required to developing an even faster solver for the graph based minimization problem for very large data-sets. In [2] the graph cut approach for solving the PCLSM in 2D was compared to a traditional Euler-Lagrange approach. They showed that the graph cut approach solves the problems much faster than the traditional approach, obtaining very similar segmentation results. For volume segmentation we have previously experienced that it takes many hours to solve similar problems using an EulerLagrange approach.
A second factor that influence the computation time is the number of phases included in the segmentation problem. This is illustrated in Table 2 for three different volumes of varying sizes for 2-, 4-, 10-and 15-phase problems. Observe that the computation time increase significantly with both the size of the volume and for increasing number of phases. Although solving segmentation problems with a large number of phases is not very common, this illustrates the importance of developing an even faster solver. Due to memory problems, the computations has not been performed for 10-and 15-phase problems on the largest data-set. 
Real CT data
The method has been tested by segmenting a real 3D CT data-set of an unknown object. The object has a complicated topology with sharp edges, narrow ridges and a partly spiraling behavior with sharp twists and turns. Using a two-phase approach we are able to segment the object, as shown for different intermediate slices in Fig. 2 . In column (a) the original data is displayed, in (b) the resulting segmentation and in (c) the segmentation boundary overlaid the original data. We see that the method is capable of capturing complicated structures within a volume, which has varying properties. By visual evaluation of these slices it is confirmed that our segmentation approach works satisfactory. In fact the segmentation perfectly match the conceptual boundary.
Scrolling through the volume slice-by-slice it is very difficult, if even possible, to imagine the structure of the object. It is first after segmenting the object and reconstructing it, that it is possible to comprehend its true structure, which is displayed in Fig. 3 . In (a) the full reconstructed object is displayed, and in (b) and (c) different angles of a sub-volume is displayed. Observe that we are able to reconstruct the spiral interior shape of the object from the segmentation. In the presented example we have used a N 26 neighborhood system in graph G. It is, however, interesting to observe that almost the same output is obtained using a N 6 system. Visually no difference is observed between the two approaches. This suggest that it is sufficient to use a N 6 neighborhood system, which is more computational efficient than a N 26 system, to obtain a good segmentation of the data-set. 
Synthetic MR data
The method has also been tested on synthetic MR data (T1) of a normal human brain, obtained from [1] . It has 7% noise, 20% intensity non-uniformity and the voxel spacing is 1mm in all direction. In this paper, we work with a sub-volume u 0 of this data-set with (217 × 181 × 106) voxels, which do not include e.g. empty slices or eye features. When segmenting u 0 using a four-phase PCLSM approach, the resulting characteristic functions ψ i are prone to have skull features as shown in Fig. 4 for a given slice. The original data is displayed in (a) and in (b)-(e) the characteristic functions are displayed, ψ 1 through ψ 4 .
(a) u
The white regions of {ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 , ψ 4 } correspond to the segmented data for a given phase, while the black regions do not belong to the segmentation for the same phase. To extract the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray and white matter given respectively in ψ 2 , ψ 3 and ψ 4 the skull feature should be removed.
To remove skull features we have developed a simple skull stripping approach. It is based on the observation that the characteristic function ψ 1 from Fig. 4(b) , which mostly segments out the background, resembles a mask. Therefore we derive a mask M from ψ 1 for the removal of skull features. It is created by employing the morphological operation of closing to create a single, closed, object where the gap which is observed in ψ 1 has been removed. Closing is defined as
where ψ C 1 is the closing of ψ 1 using a flat circular structuring element S. The computation of ψ C 1 is therefore done in a slice-by-slice manner. The closing operation performs first a dilation operation ⊕, then erosion ⊖. Dilation can be viewed as a region growing operation in which pixels are added to the object boundary. Erosion can on the contrary be viewed as a region shrinking operation in which pixels are removed from the boundary. For more information about morphological operations consider e.g. [22] . Once ψ C 1 is found, the mask M can be defined as
Skull features are then removed from {ψ 2 , ψ 3 , ψ 4 } by multiplying them with M. After removing the skull features, the largest group of connected components are extracted from the volume using labeling to eliminate random groups of voxels. A danger using this approach is that there is no way to guarantee that the mask M do not interfere with CSF, gray and white matter which lies within. By inspection, however, we have not found this to be a problem as long as an appropriate structuring element S is chosen. For real MR data, this skull stripping approach should be further developed. with the extracted gray matter, white matter and CSF using our approach for the same planes. Visual verification confirms that the segmented data corresponds well with the major trends in the original data, and it is verified that it detects the boundaries of the anatomical models. Small deviations comes from e.g. combining more than these three anatomical models to create the full brain, the smoothing effect of the regularization term, and also from displaying only connected components. For gray matter we observe a deviation in the coronal plane. In the apex there is a small artifact that has not been removed. Also the internal ventricles which are filled by CSF are outlined in the gray matter segmentation. This is not due to actual gray matter, but to a narrow ridge of voxels in the input data which can be observed between CSF and white matter. For white matter we observe that the detected data corresponds well with the anatomical model. For CSF, in the apex of the sagittal and coronal plane we observe that the model detects slightly more data than the anatomical model indicates. By comparing the segmentation with the original data we do, however, observe that the voxel intensity in this region is very close to that of CSF. The segmentation model is therefore found to perform satisfactory for this data-set. In Fig. 6 the reconstructed subvolumes from the segmented data of the gray and white matter are displayed. These volume views confirms that the detected data has the expected shape. Due to computation time requirement for larger data-sets, using a N 26 neighborhood system to segment u 0 is too time consuming, as was shown in Table 1 . Full volume segmentation has therefore only been performed using a N 6 system. For sub-volumes of u 0 similar results are, however, obtained using N 26 systems. It requires less weight on constant value ν to obtain the same amount of smoothing.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the PCLSM can be minimized by graph cut for volume image segmentation on both synthetic and real data with complicated structures. This yields accurate segmentation for both N 6 and N 26 neighborhood systems which converges swiftly to the optimal solution for relatively large data-sets. The computation time increase more rapidly for N 26 systems with the size of the data-set. It is also influenced by the number of phases in the segmentation problem. For real time applications future work is required to derive an even faster graph cut solver for very large data-sets. The convergence rate of the presented solver is much faster than ordinary Euler-Lagrange approaches.
